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Redemption has made it to the bestseller chart, but what Chloe and the girls need most is some

downtime to sift through the usual high school stress with grades, friends, guys, and the prom.

Chloe struggles to recover from a serious crush on the band leader of Iron Cross. Then, just as an

unexpected romance catches Redemption by surprise, Caitlin O'Conner - whose relationship with

Josh is taking on a new dimension - joins the tour as their chaperone. Chloe's wild ride only speeds

up, and this one-of-a-kind musician faces the fact that life may never be normal again.
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The female teenage Christian rock band Redemption has begun climbing the ladder of success and

even becoming recognized in malls while on tour. However, the trio of high school students, Chloe

Miller, Allie Curtis, and Laura Mitchell has other concerns besides the music though they each trust

in the Lord to guide them. Allie and Laura wonder about what to wear at the prom while Chloe

knows that she really likes twenty-one years old Jeremy Baxter of the Iron Cross band.A fellow

student back Harrison High sends emails to Chloe asking for help in finding her way to God.

However, Chloe has a difficult time turning the other cheek as Tiffany Knight beat her up a couple of

years ago. Will Chloe, who refuses to open the emails, forgive and assist Tiffany on the path as the

singer knows God expects of her or will she continue to believe that Tiffany could never find the



Lord?This is an engaging young adult Christian novel that follows the trials, tribulations, and beliefs

of three young ladies on tour. The story line is predominately told by Chloe, but fans get a deep look

at all three teens plus their retinue and the members of Iron Cross. FACE THE MUSIC is a warm

tale that brings to life the importance that anyone can be saved if people take a chance on risking

rejection by their peers but acceptance by the Lord.Harriet Klausner

i personally thought that the book was very interesting as i really touched me. i was not as lucky as

chloe though. the person who died that was my friend was not a christian. i was not really consumed

with guilt though i felt a twinge of it. Anyway, enough of me. jeremy and chloe's relationship gets

interesting and i really hope to see what will happen in the next diary of a teenage girl-Kim. it is a

really good book as chloe matures and you'll see a different side of her as she becomes more

feminine. ireally loved it and enjoyed it and finished it in 2 hours and have since reread it loads of

times. Keep up the good work melody!

The female Christian rock group Redemption is still on. And they have begun to climb the ladder of

success but with that comes even more obstacles. Each of them trust the Lord and the plans he has

for them. Chloe feelings and attraction for Jeremy Baxter lead guitarist and vocals of Iron Cross

begin to grow. And his feelings for her even though he is 21 years old begin to grow as well.A fellow

student who use to hate Chloe reaches out to her and sends her emails. Asking her help to find

God. However Chloe has a hard time forgiving her for what she did to her. Will Chloe still hold

UN-forgiveness in her heart towards her old enemy? Will the feelings between Chloe and Jeremy

get dangerous and out of control.This is the last book of Chloe and will leave you speechless! I

loved this book. This is a good book and suspenseful. I couldn't put it down. I'm really going to miss

Chloe. Rock on girl!

Boys even read the books. Great teenage stories that draw students to want to read the book. I

can't keep the series of books in my classroom. As soon as it's checked in it's checked out by

someone else.
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